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Abstract: Medical images are important to physicians for diagnosis and treatment
planning. The number of images produced in medical institutions bas been increas-
ing rapidly over the past years. Making these imaging data available and allowing
medical professionals to perform retrieval based on visual characteristics of images is
the challenge that content–based image retrieval systems are tackling. In this paper
we propose a system called ParaDISE (Parallel Distributed Image Search Engine). It
allows indexing and retrieving images using both visual features as well as text. It is
designed to scale well with big data sets, and it should be easily extensible with new
features. The architecture of the system is described and its use in medical applications
is presented. An open source release of the system is in progress.

1 Introduction

Medical images are a precious tool in aiding doctors to diagnose and treat a variety of

diseases. [Doi05]. The amount of images produced by hospitals has been growing at an

almost exponential rate over the past 20 years (as an example, the Radiology Department

of the University Hospitals of Geneva produced over 200’000 images per day in 2011).

Accessing this huge amount of data is a challenge that CBIR (Content–based image re-

trieval) systems attempt to deal with, by allowing users to search for images based solely

on their visual content (example images or image regions), without requiring the input

of textual keywords. Studies show that CBIR systems can assist radiologists in diagno-

sis, particularly radiologists with little experience [ABWM+03, LADT09]. Novel image

retrieval algorithms have been published [LADT09, MMBG04].

In recent years, retrieval systems have become increasingly complex, improving text search

by using semantics, as well as utilizing modern visual representations such as Bag–of–

Visual–Words [SZ03] and Vectors of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [JDS10].

Additionally, multimodal search (text combined with CBIR) is becoming more common,

driving the need for interoperability and expandability in retrieval systems.

This paper presents the Parallel Distributed Image Search Engine (ParaDISE), an image
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retrieval system that combines text with CBIR techniques. The system was designed to

be scalable, meaning it should be able to handle ever–growing datasets and large image

collections that are available on the Internet. It was built in a modular fashion, consisting

of several independent components, thus increasing the flexibility and distributability of

the system. The third main aspect of ParaDISE is interoperability, which is achieved by the

use of standard protocols and data formats in order to facilitate the integration of ParaDISE

with other retrieval systems.

The main driving force behind the development of ParaDISE is KHRESMOI1, a Euro-

pean project focused on medical information analysis and retrieval [HBGM11]. The goal

of KHRESMOI is to develop a multilingual, multimodal search system for biomedical

information and documents.

2 Related Work

Several projects have already been realized in the field of information retrieval in the

medical domain and made systems available as open source. Among them is the Viper

project [SMM+01], the outcome of which was the GNU Image–Finding Tool (GIFT), a

CBIR system that enables users to perform ”Query By Example” search operations and

improve the quality of results using relevance feedback. ParaDISE uses more recent and

sophisticated features than GIFT, which only uses visual information for querying and

relevance feedback.

Another noteworthy project is Lire (Lucene Image Retrieval) [LC08], a library based on

the Lucene text retrieval software, which provides image retrieval using various visual

features related to color and texture. The system uses purely visual search and provides

little support for several state–of–the–art representations (such as spatial pyramid matching

or bag–of–colors), indexing parallelization or flexible index structuring.

Flexible Image Retrieval Engine (FIRE) is yet another example of a CBIR system [DKN08],

also used in medical image retrieval evaluation apart from other applications. Being devel-

oped before 2007, the system does not support state–of–the–art mid–level representations

(such as vectors of locally aggregated descriptors). No parallelization schema is mentioned

for indexing large scale datasets, either.

Additionally, there are also several web applications available for medical image retrieval,

which use various retrieval techniques, including CBIR and semantic data. GoldMiner2 is

a text–based radiology image search engine which allows filtering results based on imaging

modality. RadMiner3 is a search tool in radiology reports using semantic information.

Yottalook4 is a web–based radiology image search system which supports searching across

multiple types of sources. These three systems do not currently use any visual information

for searching. OpenI [DFAST12] allows search based on text and on image examples.

1http://khresmoi.eu (accessed on 19-06-2014)
2http://goldminer.arrs.org (accessed on 19-06-2014)
3http://www.averbis.de/public/download/RadMiner brochure en.pdf (accessed on 19-06-2014)
4http://yottalook.com (accessed on 19-06-2014)
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ParaDISE is geared towards a higher level of abstraction, allowing users to configure and

expand every aspect of the system (search, storage, indexing, fusion, etc.). It contains

many state–of–the–art descriptors and allows for parallelization in indexing and retrieval.

3 System Description

Backend The various features provided by the ParaDISE backend are distributed among

four main components, shown below: The Extractor extracts local visual features from

an image, such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Low04]. The Descriptor

creates a vector that serves as a global representation of an image, such as Bag–of–Visual–

Words. The Storer accesses visual indices (read/write operations). ParaDISE supports

several systems to store and access the images’ visual descriptors, from simple comma–

separated values (CSV) files to database systems such as MySQL or Apache CouchDB.

The Fusor combines the results of multiple query images, or multiple features of the same

image. It is also designed for integrating ParaDISE with other systems.

These four basic components are integrated into two composite components (Indexer and

Seeker) to provide the two main retrieval features: indexing and similarity search. The

Indexer can perform serial as well as parallel indexing using Apache Hadoop [MSE+12],

allowing the distribution of the indexing workload across several computers and thus re-

ducing the overall time needed to perform the task, as well as making it easier to scale

up to bigger datasets (by simply adding nodes to the Hadoop cluster). It supports build-

ing Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search indices and weighting the indices. The

Seeker can use various distance and similarity metrics for the comparison of the vectors. It

also supports multiple queries and relevance feedback techniques. Additionally, the Seeker

takes advantage of the ANN indices created by the Indexer, helping to keep retrieval time

short in spite of very large datasets (by restricting the search to a subset of images).

ParaDISE has been used in the ImageCLEF 5 2013 challenge, evaluating image retrieval

performance on a dataset containing images from the biomedical literature [GSdHMS+13].

Frontend The main features of ParaDISE are exposed in a web service layer built on top

of the ParaDISE backend. The web services are based on the principles of the Represen-

tational state transfer (REST) architectural style for web applications. They use standard

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests, making interoperability and integration with

client applications (both web–based and desktop clients) easily achievable. The JavaScript

Object Notation (JSON) data exchange format is used for communication. Additional fea-

tures such as the text search are also provided by the web service layer. The architecture

of the web services is explained below and shown in Figure 1. The Caption web ser-

vice is responsible for search by keyword and uses the Lucene search engine. The Visual

web service uses the two composite components from the ParaDISE backend (Indexer &

Seeker) to provide content–based image retrieval and indexing. The Fusion web service

is responsible for combining results from different sources (text search, image search) into

5http://www.imageclef.org/ (accessed on 19-06-2014)
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Figure 1: Overview of the ParaDISE web service layer architecture.

a single list (based on a given fusion rule), using the Fusor component from the ParaDISE

backend. The Global web service acts as a facade for client applications. It hides the

complexity of calling the underlying web services, for example by providing a general

”search images” method, which can use text, visual information, or both.

4 Applications

KHRESMOI ParaDISE is used in the KHRESMOI subsystem that accesses images in

the open access medical literature. This part of KHRESMOI supports text queries, queries

by image example and the combination of these two for accessing the image data. It allows

filtering by modality (by applying automatic modality classification methods) and is inter-

connected with other tools, such as the semantic search and 3D image retrieval components

of Khresmoi. It supports searching into subfigures of multi–panel figures with the help of

automatic compound figure detection and separation methods [CMFR+13]. ParaDISE is

used as the backbone of this subsystem. Indexing a dataset of 1.7 million PubMed Central

images with the parallel computing mode of ParaDISE took approximately 6 hours.

Shambala and Leap MotionTM Whereas ezDL, used in the Khresmoi system, is a com-

prehensive interface, Shambala is an alternative search interface mainly targeted towards

simple navigation. It is built on 3 principles : it should be easy to use (not overwhelming

the user with options and parameters), interactive (allow the user to drag&drop images,

update search results in real–time) and modern (use of HTML5 and Leap MotionTM tech-

nology6). Leap Motion allows the user to interact with the interface using only hand and

finger gestures, without needing to use a mouse or keyboard. More details about gesture

interaction with Shambala can be found in [WSMM14].

6http://leapmotion.com (accessed on 19-06-2014)
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SearchParadise and Google GlassTM Another application prototype which uses Par-

aDISE, called SearchParadise, was created for the Google GlassTM, a wearable computing

device developed by Google7. The application allows the user to perform a search query

based on a photo taken by the Glass camera and see the results on the display located in

front of the right eye. This can allow physicians to get additional information on situations

or lesions that they have and does not interrupt the contact with the patient.

5 Conclusions

Medical image retrieval can potentially benefit from novel techniques such as CBIR. Tak-

ing into account the characteristics of the domain, CBIR systems need to provide scalable

and interoperable solutions. The ability to evaluate different image representations and

to add new visual features needs to be supported, as well. ParaDISE, the image retrieval

system described in this paper, provides a flexible solution for image indexing and simi-

larity search operations on large datasets. It can be easily integrated with other systems

and extended with new features. It can be used for very diverse client applications, in-

cluding desktop applications, web–based interfaces as well as emerging technologies such

as the Google GlassTM. Future steps for the system include using a distributed comput-

ing framework for online operations (retrieval) that is currently only implemented for the

offline indexing steps. Releasing the source code to the public is currently under way to

encourage the addition of new features by third parties.
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